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Produced by Jaybird, You Are Here is an event I had been looking forward to, having
been a fan of Daljit Nagra since I read his first collection, Look we have Coming to 
Dover.  In addition to that, he wasn’t coming alone, and with Colette Bryce and Jo 
Shapcott we had three excellent poets to provide an entertaining and thought-provoking 
evening.  

Sitting in the audience, notebook and pen in hand, I was ready.  I should have sussed that 
something was different when I noticed the chair on the table, a water-jug and two other 
chairs with books sitting on them.  As the houselights dimmed so did my plans of some 
quick notes, and I began to wish for one of those pens with the light on the top, the ones I 
had mocked for years; it seems karma does exist.  So I have been forced to remember 
what went on with the help of notes hastily spurted out at the end and some gonzo style 
re-imagining, though without the drugs or alcohol abuse.

Presenting a more interesting slant on most traditional poetry readings, where poets run 
through a selection of works with some polite applause in between, Colette Bryce, Jo 
Shapcott and Daljit Nagra performed together rather than side by side, linking their 
poems in a dialogue to explore the themes of identity.  Beginning with Colette Bryce and 
her poem Nature Walk, the poet wishes for a bag large enough to collect the random 
people that intersect her life, like the old couple whose heads are a little upward-tilted, 
showing/ an interest in everything. We have a nature table in this poem and little 
cardboard signs, a small display that would speak in a way/ about loneliness and life 
spans, parked cars and rivers, and this poem set out the manifesto for the themes that we 
would be exploring over the course of the night. As the night progresses, we find these 3 
poets show an interest in everything, from spiders under a glass (A spider, Colette Bryce), 
the explosion of senses in a supermarket (Shopping, Jo Shapcott) or cultural interchanges 
observed in a pub (Darling and me, Daljit Nagra).  

Like in the Talking Head documentary Stop Making Sense, we are introduced to the 
performers individually, Jo Shapcott reading St. Brides followed by Daljit Nagra with 
Our Town.  As the poets move through their poems, one-by-one, we are asked to see 
them as not as individual poems but rather as a grand sequence in a conversation between 
the poets.  It turns out this is not just a poetry reading.  The poems act as the script and 
for an hour they are no longer three individual poets reading, but three characters in a cast 
feeding off each other, talking to each other and bouncing their voices off one and other.  
The poems, in short, become a vehicle for conversation – and what a conversation.  

Each of the poets has their own recognisable voice, which mix together wonderfully.  
Daljit Nagra, with his mix of English and Punjabi, explores cultural difference with a 
soaring, almost slapstick verse to produce a sometimes funny, sometimes harrowing 
experience. Jo Shapcott has a warm charm and a great eye for the phrase and uses them to
turn the ordinary into the extraordinary, burrowing into the mundane for gems of 



wisdom.  Colette Bryce has a sharp ear and her poems are full of a sensual musicality that 
seems to address the intimate experiences of her world with both tenderness and 
empowerment.  The one thing all three have in common, and which is brought out in their 
reading, is a great sense of wit and playfulness in their engagement with language.

As I said, this is not just a reading and the utilisation of theatrical techniques adds to the 
poets’ interchanges. The use of lighting, casting headlong silhouettes onto the back wall
creates an extra-worldly atmosphere, suggesting that something is growing in this 
moment; their inner selves are growing out of their works.  The use of sound effects to 
add an extra cadence or the recording of a poem dealing with telephone conversations 
adds texture to the poems.   The performance moves in acts, seemingly from childhood 
outwards and, as the poems drive forward this is reflected in the choreography.  It begins 
with the movement of three people who don’t quite know each other, but progressively 
gets more and more intimate as they continue to share experiences and grow together.  As 
they do so, they begin to finish each others lines, voices interlink in poems as they each 
take a turn to recite a line; three distinct voices coming closer, becoming familiar with 
each other’s personalities.  

This is an innovative production, adding freshness and new textures to the poems, and I 
must congratulate the people involved for bringing the poems to life in this way.  The 
three poets’ work has been weaved successfully and succinctly into a moving narrative 
that became something more the sum of its individual parts.  The show is held together 
by the theme of identity, and provokes the big questions: Who am I?  Where am I going? 
Its presentation brings together something more unifying.  We all ask these questions and
we all search for answers. By linking these individual experiences together and through 
the dynamic thereby created we see this production come to life.  


